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Symbol of absolute discretion when off, LE GRAND HOME 
CINEMA in its under floor version is a top of the range system 
which will meet all your expectations.

THE APPLICATIONS

The concept of the GRAND HOME CINEMA recessed 
in the floor is the ultimate symbol of discretion. 
It incorporates the main features of the brand's other 
products (all-in-one, ready-to-use and full automation) 
adapted to installation in individual houses or areas 
having space available under the floor to hide the 
complete flat panel and mechanism.

Its components carefully selected by CHEVRIER 
TECHNOLOGIES make this product a state of the art 
design and robust technology. It accepts over-loading 
on the floor hatch compliant with the building 
regulations while maintaining high safety coefficients 
and a life expectancy of 10 000 cycles at least.

CHEVRIER TECHNOLOGIES guarantees complete 
supply and project management processes from first 
commercial contact to start-up and commissioning 
through their installation partners. The system is 
complete in order to be used autonomously, entirely 
automated and controlled by a single remote (client's 
iPad and/or optional specific remote). It can interface 
with other equipments of a multi-room installation to 
access for instance files stored on a multimedia server. 
The domotic control function is provided by a RTI 
equipment which can optionally be replaced by similar 
products from the CRESTRON or AMX brands.

THE PRODUCT LINE

Product is available in two equipment 

arrangements.

65HCX series - 65 inches screen size (165 cm)

- Ultra High Definition (UHD) LED 3D television 
set Samsung, 
- Top of the range surround soundbar: Bowers & 
Wilkins Panorama 2 with power up to 175W,
- RTI domotic controller with fully programmed 
remote (or client's iPad).

85HCX series - 85 inches screen size (214 cm)

OPTIONS:

- Disc player (Blu-Ray 3D, DVD, CD etc.) 
- Apple TV
- Multimedia wireless transmitter 
- Network player
- Multimedia server

-Ultra High Definition (UHD) LED 3D television 
set Samsung with 120W surround sound system 
integrated in the frame,
- RTI domotic controller with fully programmed 
remote (or client's iPad).




